Signal occlusion by building blockages is a double-edged sword for the performance of millimeter-wave (mmW) communication networks. Buildings may dominantly attenuate the useful signals, especially when mmW base stations (BSs) are sparsely deployed compared with the building density. In the opposite BS deployment, buildings can block the undesired interference. To enjoy only the benefit, we propose a building-aware association scheme that adjusts the directional BS association bias of the user equipments (UEs), based on a given building density and the concentration of UE locations around the buildings. The association of each BS can thereby be biased: 1) toward the UEs located against buildings for avoiding interference to other UEs or 2) toward the UEs providing their maximum reference signal received powers. The proposed association scheme is optimized to maximize the downlink average data rate derived by stochastic geometry. Its effectiveness is validated by simulation using real building statistics.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of millimeter-wave (mmW) spectrum is a promising way to achieve the 1,000-fold capacity improvement in 5G cellular networks [1] , [2] . It is envisaged to provide 20-100 times larger bandwidth, and thereby to resolve the spectrum crunch of the traditional cellular systems using the spectrum below 6 GHz carrier frequency. Utilizing such abundant mmW spectrum resource is however not free, but needs to pay a price for the significant distance attenuation induced by its vulnerability to signal blockages such as buildings and human bodies [3] .
To compensate the severe distance loss of mmW signals, it is suitable to make the beam mainlobes sharpened and aligned toward the target directions [3] - [5] . Due to this strong signal directionality, mmW signals may rarely interfere with each other. Nevertheless, if interference occurs, its impact is detrimental [6] . The mmW beam directions should therefore be carefully decided in order to avoid significant interference.
Motivated by this, in this paper we seek a design for deciding the interference-avoiding mmW beam directions in a downlink urban outdoor scenario. A straightforward solution can be made by using full interference channel information at each base station (BS). This, unfortunately, requires a massive number of channel information exchanges among all BSs in a recursive manner [7] . Instead, we focus on the building density within the network region, compared to BS density. The buildings are obviously a major source of mmW signal blockages, and therefore the building density determines how much and how frequently mmW interference occurs. When building density is relatively high, both interfering probability and interference amount become negligibly small. Otherwise, it necessitates a sophisticated beam direction control to avoid interference.
In pursuit of avoiding mmW interference, we suggest a beam control idea making mmW beams steered toward buildings so as to maximize the downlink average data rate. The user equipments (UEs) in front of a building can thereby receive the desired signals, while less incurring interference to the UEs behind the building. Since the locations of UEs and buildings are random, the beam direction control is a challenging task. In fact, too much beam steering toward buildings may significantly increase the leakage of beams FIGURE 1. Illustration of building-aware association algorithm in mmW cellular networks. UEs are concentrated around the buildings (compare A n with A r ) whose average length and width are d l and d w , respectively. Without the building-aware association, a signal from BS 1 interferes with two UEs (see red UEs in (a)). Such inter-cell interference is removed by the aid of the proposed association which makes BS 1 transmit signals only toward UEs on the building side (D-BS); Interference Decrement. Furthermore, by shrinking the association areas of BS 1, traffic loads are balanced, i.e. the traffic load of D-BSs are offloaded to the BS transmitting signals in every direction (O-BS); Load Balancing (compare (a) with (b)).
that interferes with the UEs adjacent to the buildings. Furthermore, the extreme beam steering may lead to no UEs associated within the beam directions and/or to increase the association distances, while unbalancing the association loads among BSs. These issues become more critical in an urban outdoor scenario where UEs are concentrated around buildings. 1 In this paper, we tackle these issues by proposing a building-aware association algorithm with a directional association bias β ∈ [0, 1] that adjusts the beam steering amount toward buildings (see Fig. 1 ). The proposed design is operated based on the full knowledge of each BS's neighboring building locations and sizes, obtained via the map of the network area.
Specifically, if β = 0, i.e. a baseline without buildingaware associations, each BS omni-directionally broadcasts a reference signal as in conventional LTE systems [11] . A BS allows the UE associations, ensuring the UEs' maximum average reference signal received powers (RSRPs). Such a BS is hereafter denoted as O-BS.
When 0 < β ≤ 1, with the proposed algorithm, some BSs only allow the associations of the UEs in front of their nearest buildings, hereafter denoted as D-BSs. A BS becomes D-BS if its mainlobe beam is not leaked to the sides of the nearest building, when the beam points at the center of the building. The rest of the BSs are set as O-BSs which keep allowing omni-directional UE associations (see Fig. 2(a) ).
As β increases, the ratio of D-BS to O-BS increases. Here, if D-BSs broadcast the reference signals only in the fixed directions toward buildings, some UEs may not receive any reference signals, stuck in the network coverage holes. To prevent this in the proposed algorithm, instead of a BS, 1 People are likely to be gathered around the buildings around which sidewalks, bus stops, and cafe terraces are placed [ Finally, β is optimized so as to maximize the average downloading rate of a randomly selected UE, i.e. a typical UE, while coping with the increases in association distances and load unbalancing due to the directional association biasing.
A. RELATED WORKS
The inter-BS beam coordination has a great potential to improve network capacity [4] , [12] - [14] . In [12] and [13] , the coordination algorithm where three adjacent BSs coordinate their beams has been investigated. However, in a real network, the amount of channel information sharing between cooperative BSs is limited due to the backhaul capacity. To reduce the backhaul burden, a centralized beam coordination has also been studied where the actions are decided by a central entity [14] . Although such a centralized scheme reduces the channel information exchange, its viability still relies on the latency of the exchanged information. Furthermore, in some network scenarios where the central entity is absent, e.g. spectrum sharing among different radio access technologies, such beam coordination cannot be utilized.
Traditionally, the blockage-vulnerable nature of mmW signals in most prior works has been interpreted as an obstacle to overcome [15] , [16] . As a possible approach to tackle this issue, An et al. [15] have proposed beam switching from a line-of-sight (LOS) link to a collection of non-LOS links when the LOS link breakage occurs. By utilizing a group of non-LOS links, BSs can bypass the obstacles. In [16] , the multi-hop architecture is designed to compensate for the short LOS distance and to enhance the communication FIGURE 2. Illustrations of building-aware association operations: D-BS condition. A BS becomes D-BS if its transmitted signal toward the nearest building does not leak beyond the building whose length is considered as βd l , i.e. if θ <θ (β). Then BS 1 transmits the reference signal only toward the building with the discovery rangeθ (β). UE association. Each BS transmits reference signal to its discovery range. When a typical UE receives at least one signal, it associates with the BS who gives the maximum power. If not, it broadcasts a pilot signal to discover the BS. success probability. However, our study focuses on exploiting the blockage-vulnerable nature of mmW signals to filter network interference.
In addition, it is also worth mentioning that mmW communication is amenable to dense networks since BS densification can assure LOS conditions for more mmW transmissions, thereby relieving the severe distance attenuation problem [3] - [5] , [17] . From this BS densification prospective, we expect that our algorithm will lead to network wide capacity improvements.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS
This paper proposes a building-aware association scheme to decrease the network interference in dense mmW networks by making BSs adjacent to buildings shape their beam signals toward the buildings. The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
• We proposed the building-aware association algorithm that mitigates mmW interference by exploiting the spatial information of buildings. The corresponding SIR coverage probability and average rate expressions are derived using stochastic geometry.
• We provided a spatial model of UE locations, capturing the user concentration around buildings.
• We optimized the directional association bias β of the proposed algorithm. For a special case when the ratio of BS density to UE density is extremely large, i.e. ultra-dense networks [5] , we derived the closed-form optimal β. We thereby provided the design guideline: β should properly be increased to reduce more interference, as the density and sizes of buildings increase.
• We validated the effectiveness of the proposed association algorithm using real building geographic data. Compared to a traditional RSRP-based association, the proposed algorithm is always superior, and achieves higher average rate gains under lower building density locations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model is specified in Section II. The SIR coverage and average rate in the building-aware association algorithm are derived in Section III. The results are used to derive the optimal bias β * in Section IV. Numerical evaluation using real geometric data is presented in Section V. Finally, the concluding remarks are stated in Section V followed by the proofs of propositions and corollaries in the Appendix.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROPOSED ASSOCIATION SCHEME A. NETWORK MODEL
We consider a dense mmW downlink cellular network where BSs, UEs, and buildings are densely located as in an urban outdoor hotspot. To reflect the randomness of the urban BS deployment, we assume the BS coordinates b follow a homogeneous Poisson Point Process (PPP) with density λ b . We assume the urban buildings form a Boolean model of rectangles with average length d l and width d w , where d l > d w . The building center coordinates follow a homogeneous PPP with density λ , independent of b . We assume the LOS of each BS is guaranteed when its distance to a typical UE is within an average LOS distance R L . Such distance is determined by the geography of building blockages, R L = π √ 2 exp(−λ d l d w ) 2λ (d l +d w ) [18] . Note that the deterministic LOS model provides an analytical simplicity, with only a minor gap in terms of SIR coverage compared with the random shape theory blockage model based result in a dense BS regime [19] . For simplicity, we neglect the effect of non-LOS signals, 2 thus only BSs in the LOS region can transmit signals to a typical UE. We further consider that the LOS probabilities of different links are independent by ignoring the case in which a building blocks the links from neighboring BSs simultaneously [21] . The assumptions used in modeling the LOS links enables the analytical tractability, in return for reducing its accuracy. In section V, we validate that the effects of these assumptions are quite small through the simulation tests.
B. UE MODEL
Consider an urban outdoor area where many UEs are concentrated around the buildings. We hereafter let U n denote UEs located near the buildings, e.g., UEs sitting on a bench or a cafe terrace, or traveling along sidewalks. UEs that are not near the buildings are denoted by U r . Indoor UEs are beyond the scope of this study since they do not cause interference with outdoor UEs, by considering that indoor and outdoor UEs utilize separate spectrum bands for communications or that even if they utilize the same spectrum, the transmitted signal cannot penetrate walls.
To establish criteria for determining whether UE is close to a building, we assume that each building has an area around it with a width of d c as shown in Fig. 1 . The UE in this area is regarded to be adjacent to the building. For clarity, let A n denote the area around the buildings, and the area excluding A n is denoted by A r . UE locations follow a non-homogeneous PPP which are correlated with the building locations , and the corresponding areas A n and A r . The local intensity function of has conditional intensity depending on the spatial location x [22] , λ(x) = λ n 1 x∈A n +λ r 1 x∈A r , where x ∈ R 2 . The UE process can be interpreted as a mixture of two homogeneous PPPs [23] , i.e., when it is located in A n it follows PPP with density λ n otherwise it follows PPP with density λ r . The total integrated intensity
To reflect the UE-concentration phenomenon, we let γ c denote the user concentration ratio around buildings. The ratio is interpreted as i) the average time fraction that a typical UE is adjacent to a building, or ii) the average fraction of UE that is near buildings at a randomly chosen time. The UE densities λ n and λ r thus vary with the building parameters such as building density λ or length d l , and the user concentration ratio γ c . In this study, we assume that the network can infer this concentration ratio by using UE location statistics such as the spatio-temporal congestion patterns resulting from the daily routines [9] .
Note that this non-homogeneous UE distribution does not prevent the use of PPP techniques such as Slyvnyak's theorem [24] required to analyze SIR, because it does not violate the isotropy in the transmitter point process (i.e. b ).
C. CHANNEL MODEL
To form directional beams, all BSs use analog beamforming implemented by utilizing phase shifters. Each BS steers the antenna direction of the antenna to achieve the maximum array gain at the associated UE. The error in angle estimation is ignored. For analytical tractability, the actual array pattern is approximated by a step function that quantizes the antenna array gains in binary form [19] , [21] , [25] . In this model, we assume the array gain within the half-power beamwidth θ radian is identical to the maximum power gain, denoted by g m . The side lobe gain is denoted by g s .
Each BS transmits a signal with unity power by utilizing the same frequency whose bandwidth is denoted by W . The transmitted signal experiences path-loss attenuation with the exponent α > 2 and Rayleigh fading 3 with unity mean, i.e. h ∼ exp (1) .
Hereafter, we neglect the noise power since our interested scenario is likely to be in an interference-limited regime (e.g., urban outdoor hotspot). Note that a mmW signal is more affected by noise power due to its wide communication bandwidth. Noise power elimination in this study, nevertheless, provides better tractability while being highly in accordance with the urban dense network scenario we are interested in. The effect of noise is numerically validated to be negligibly small in Section V.
Remember that our building-aware association scheme makes BSs adjacent to the buildings transmit signals only toward the buildings by shrinking their UE discovery ranges. Thus, a BS's signal interferes with a typical UE located at the origin o when the following two conditions hold: i) the distance to the typical UE is within the LOS distance R L , and ii) the origin o is included in its discovery range. By using Slyvnyak's theorem [24] , the SIR at a typical UE is
is an indicator function which returns unity if r ≤ R L , x 0 and x i for i ∈ {1, 2, · · · } represent the association BS coordinates and the i-th nearest interfering BS coordinates, respectively. The notation | · | indicates the Euclidian norm. G i means the directivity gain in the link from the i-th BS. The UE association rule is specified in the following section. Considering multiple associations at a BS, the BS selects a single UE per unit time slot using a uniformly random scheduler [29] .
D. BUILDING-AWARE UE ASSOCIATION
Within the building-aware association framework, every BS periodically transfers directional reference signals for UE association [31] , but the discovery ranges of the BSs are not identical. We thus decompose the BSs into two types: BSs transmitting the reference signals in every direction (O-BSs); and BSs transmitting the signals only in the direction of a building (D-BSs). The specific building-aware association scheme follows the rules stated below:
BS: Discovery Range Decision. Assume every BS
knows its location and the nearest building wall's two vertices locations (see (a 1 , b 1 ) and (a 2 , b 2 ) in Fig. 2(a) ).
A BS becomes D-BS if its transmitted signal toward the nearest building does not leak beyond the building, whose length is considered as βd l as shown in Fig. 2(a) .
Then the condition of a BS located at (x, y) is expressed as:
The angleθ (β) is utilized as the discovery range if the BS satisfies the above condition. Otherwise, its discovery range is 2π . As long as system parameters such as building density or beam width remain the same, the classification of a BS as a O-BS or a D-BS is maintained once it is determined.
BS-UE Association
a) Reference Signal Transmission: Each BS transmits reference signals within the discovery range. When the transmitted signals meet a blockage, their signal strengths highly decrease before reaching to UE (see Fig. 2 
(b)). b) BS Selection via Signal Strength Comparison:
UE listens for reference signals from BSs and transmits a connection request message to the BS that gives the maximum received power. c) Reverse Pilot Broadcast: If the UE detects a radio link failure or does not receive any reference signal, it sends a reverse pilot signal. BSs that receives the signal transmit their received power strengths to the UE, and the UE connects to a BS whose received power is the strongest. The procedure 2 is periodically repeated to support UE handover or cell reselection. It is notable that the step 2-c is to prevent our algorithm making coverage holes. 4 This step resembles the Random Access (RA) procedure in Radio Resource Control (RRC) connection re-establishment in LTE [32] . Although this may incur additional control plane congestion, such case rarely happens especially in a dense network topology.
If β = 0, no BS satisfies the condition (2) and every BS transmits reference signals to UEs in every direction as in the RSRP-based association scheme. As β increases, the condition gives a loose constraint, increasing the number of D-BSs. At last when β becomes 1, all the BSs whose transmitted signals toward the nearest buildings do not leak beyond that building become a D-BS. The optimal bias for maximizing the average data rate is provided in the rest of this paper. It is worth mentioning that such association bias β is identically applied to all BSs even if the surrounding building characteristics of each BS are different. By so doing, the proposed algorithm obtains a one-shot solution and reduces the association decision time, yet in return for giving up finding the global optimal solution.
Note that with our algorithm, UE may regard that the building number is increased. This is because the buildings make their adjacent BSs transmit signals only to that building, so that they do not transmit main lobe signal to the UE on the opposite side of the building. From the UE viewpoint, it becomes as if the building obstacles increase. Thus in this study, we define the average distance from BS that can transmit main lobe signal as R β (i.e. R β < R L ), whose specific expression is derived in Section III.
III. COVERAGE AND RATE UNDER BUILDING-AWARE ASSOCIATION
The representation of mmW downlink rate using the buildingaware association scheme is of prime concern in this section. The derived result will play a salient role in finding the rate-maximizing bias β in Section IV. In our building-aware association algorithm, a UE receives a distinct data rate according to several random variables such as signal distance, interfering BS locations, building locations, and cell coverage. The rate in this section thus represents the average data rate of a randomly picked UE considering these random variables.
A. SIR COVERAGE
We preliminarily represent the SIR coverage, defined as P SIR > t , in terms of the building-aware association bias β. To derive the SIR coverage, we utilize two approximations that are feasible under an urban dense mmW network regime: (i) homogeneous main beam interferer thinning with the thinning probability θ 2π ; and (ii) the average LOS region. Simulation results in Section V verifies the validity of each. The first approximation tackles the non-homogeneity of the interfering BSs with the main lobe gain g m . This mainly results from the random UE selections in BSs which depend on the coverage areas of BSs and the non-uniformly distributed UE locations. In a dense network, however, the cell coverage area tends to be equal, diminishing the cell area dependency. Although this approximation gets loose as the non-homogeneity of the UE distribution is severe, we validate that the average main beam interfering probability of BSs is consistent with the thinning probability θ 2π when the concentration ratio is high through simulation experiments (see Fig. 3 ).
The second approximation is motivated by the average LOS ball model in [18] . From the perspective of a typical U r , which is remote from the buildings, the LOS region is approximated to a ball area within an LOS distance R L . On the other hand, from the perspective of a typical U n , which is near a building, BSs located across the building cannot transmit any signals. Thus the average U n LOS region becomes a half moon shape with a radius R L as shown in Fig. 4 (b). Hereafter we assume that a typical U n is located at the center of the building wall and its distance to the building is negligible. This average LOS region model may reduce the analytical accuracy. However, since we consider the urban scenario where buildings are densely located, the difference between the actual and approximated LOS regions decreases, relieving this concern.
In the LOS region, D-BSs transmit signals toward the buildings, i.e. in the opposite direction of the typical UE located at the center of the LOS region (see Fig. 4 ). Such D-BSs transmit interfering signals only with the side lobe gain g s . Thus, we define the average region of BSs that can transmit main lobe signals as follows, by considering the farthest distance from the building to the D-BS.
Lemma 1: In our algorithm, the maximum distance of D-BS from the building is βd l 2 tan θ 2 . Therefore, the region of BSs that can transmit main lobe signals to a typical UE has a radius of
Proof: See Appendix. This result implies that for a typical U n , distance R β cannot be less than R L 2 . This is because, from the perspective of U n , within the maximum distance of βd l 2 tan θ 2 , there are D-BSs that transmit signals toward the U n 's nearest building and (1−p a )+p a ,
interfere with the U n (see Fig. 4(b) ). Note that if a BS satisfies the D-BS condition for more than one building, the BS only transmits signals to the nearest building. That is, when a BS is closer than the maximum distance βd l 2 tan θ 2 not only from the building where the typical U n is attached but also from the building at the edge of the average LOS region, i.e., R β < R L 2 , the BS chooses the nearest building to transmit signals. Thus, the modified U n LOS region no longer depends on β after the bias β increases to make R β = R L 2 . By considering the path-loss exponent of the LOS links is close to 2 and utilizing the above approximations and lemma, we can derive the SIR coverage as in the following proposition.
Proposition 1 (SIR Coverage): The SIR coverage of a typical UE becomes
where S n (β) and S r (β) represent the SIR coverage of a typical U n and U r , respectively. They are given as (3) and (4) at the bottom of the previous page.
Proof: See Appendix. Note that one of key enablers to provide the SIR coverage is the assumption that the path-loss exponent α is equal to 2 since we mainly focus on the LoS links [30] . Fig. 5 shows that the SIR coverage according to different α, verifying that the SIR coverage gap is small when α is larger than 2. Although such gap increases with α, they have similar tendencies.
The result shows that the association distance of a typical UE does not change with the bias β. This follows from the average LOS ball model in which the typical UE is located at the center of the LOS region (see Fig. 4 ). When the typical UE is U r , its associated BS is located farthest from the buildings within the LOS ball region, i.e. it does not become a D-BS, maintaining the signal distance. When the typical UE is U n , even if the associated BS becomes a D-BS, the connection is not cut off because the signal is transmitted toward the building to which the UE is attached. However, in actual networks the proposed algorithm might lengthen the UE association distances. This implies that the result in Proposition 1 deals with the upper-bound case from the signal strength perspective.
Note that the SIR coverages S n (β) and S r (β) have distinct tendencies according to the bias β. The following remark specifies these behaviors by considering two extreme cases.
Remark 1: If γ c = 0, i.e. when UE is far from buildings at all times, the SIR coverage monotonically increases with β. If γ c = 1, i.e. when UE is always near a building, the SIR coverage is convex-shaped over β.
This is mainly because, from the U n perspective, a higher β makes more BSs transmit signals toward the buildings. In other words, high β decreases the LOS region (or R β ) while maintaining the signal strength. So the interference decreases. However, from the U c perspective, the β increment firstly makes BSs located near buildings transmit signals in opposite directions from U n and reduces its interference. When β is large, even BSs adjacent to U n may become D-BSs and transmit signals toward the building to which U n is attached. This incurs more interference to U n . This finding helps not only to capture the impact of β in a more intuitive way, but also to find the optimal β * which will be described in detail in Section IV.
B. AVERAGE RATE
We define the rate of a typical UE as R := E W N +1 P SIR > t log [1 + t] , where W represents the bandwidth and N the UE number at a BS that associates with a typical UE. The SIR coverage in the previous section enables the determination of the average spectral efficiency P[SIR > t] log(1 + t). To derive the rate R, in addition, we need to calculate the available amount of bandwidth under the uniformly random scheduler, W 1+N . The random variable N , the UE number at a BS associated with a typical UE, can be expressed by deriving the probability density function (PDF) of the cell size [34] - [36] . In this study, N has to be derived by considering the building geometry since we consider non-homogeneous UE distributions.
To provide a more tractable mathematical representation, we assume UE number in the cell coverage of the BS associated with a typical UE to be its mean value as in [35] , resulting in
. Although this assumption reduces the analytic accuracy, it does not significantly affect the tendency to rate R as validated in Section V.
As mentioned in Section II, the UE density in the area near the buildings is different from that in the area far from the buildings. In the following lemma, the corresponding UE densities are given according to the user concentration ratio γ c and the geography of buildings.
Lemma 2:
The UE density λ is decomposed into the U n density, λ n , and the U r density, λ r , as follows.
Proof: A UE is U n when the distance to its nearest building is less than d c . Then a unit area can be divided into three parts: i) indoor area has an average size of λ d l d w , ii) U n area, A n , has an average size of λ 2(d l + d w )d c , and iii) U r area, A r , occupies the rest. We assume that there is no overlapping area between buildings. so we can derive the densities λ n and λ r , respectively.
Note that the Lemma 2 enables us to calculate the mean UE number, leading to the following proposition.
Proposition 2 (Average Rate): The average rate using the building-aware association scheme is
where N n and N r represent the mean number of UEs in the same cell coverage with a U n and U r , respectively, and are given as (12) and (11) at the bottom of this page.
Proof: See Appendix. In our algorithm, the O-BSs have to expand their cell coverages to fill the coverage hole resulting from the coverage reduction of D-BSs (see Fig. 4 ). In this regard, the event R β < 0.68λ − 1 2 in (11) represents the case that a BS serving the typical UE has to expand the coverage since its neighboring BSs become D-BSs.
This analytic result is verified through simulation experiments rigorously carried out without approximations used in the analysis, e.g., average LOS region, uniform interfering BS thinning, and mean UE number. Fig. 6 compares the average rate from the analysis to that of PPP simulation. Although there is a slight gap between the two results due to the analytic assumptions, they follow a similar trend. Besides, when including the LOS ball model and homogeneous interferer thinning assumption discussed in Section III-A, the simulation result are more close to the analytic one. The reason the rate results from the simulations are generally lower than those from the analysis is two-fold. First, E 1 x is smaller than 1 E[x] , which is utilized in the mean UE number approximation in Section III-B. Second, our analysis does not consider the case that the association distance of a typical UE might increase due to the building-aware association, as mentioned above. In addition, this figure shows that the difference between the optimal bias β R * from the analysis and the simulation is larger when the UE density is high. The reason behind is that the mean UE number approximation reduces the analytical accuracy when there are many UEs.
According to Proposition 2, mean UE numbers of the associated cell areas of U n and U r , i.e. N n and N r , have remarkable characteristics according to the bias β as follows.
, otherwise. Remark 2: The average UE number N r increases with the bias β while N n decreases with it.
The reason behind is that, when a typical UE is U r , its associated BS is the farthest BS from the buildings in the LOS ball. Therefore as β increases, more neighboring BSs become D-BSs, increasing the typical cell coverage as well as the associated UE number. When a typical UE is U n , probability that the associated BS becomes D-BS increases with β, resulting in the associated UE number decrement.
The remark also implies that the β increment decreases the amount of available bandwidth of a U r , and vice versa for a U n . Remember that higher β increases the SIR coverage of a U r as explained in Remark 1. That is, β affects the available bandwidth and SIR coverage in opposite ways, leading us to derive the optimal β maximizing the average rate.
IV. RATE OPTIMAL BUILDING-AWARE ASSOCIATION
This section deals with the rate-maximizing bias β for the building-aware association algorithm. The optimal β derivation is not straightforward because our algorithm affects UE differently depending on whether the UE is close to a building or not. Furthermore, the bias β has the opposite effect on the SIR coverage and the amount of available bandwidth in the data rate of a typical UE.
Due to the additional UE number consideration, the optimal bias for maximizing the rate differs from that for maximizing the SIR coverage. In this section, we first focus on the optimal bias maximizing the SIR coverage, then provide the rate maximizing β.
As mentioned in Section III-A, the SIR coverage S n (β) is maintained after β = tan θ 2 R L d l that makes R β = R L 2 , and S r (β) increases with β. It implies that the SIR coverage S is non-decreasing with β after β = tan θ 2 R L d l . This characteristic highly reduces the search range of β, leading to the following Proposition.
Proposition 3 (Optimal β): The optimal association bias is given as below.
• For maximizing the SIR coverage,
where
• For maximizing the average rate,
Proof: See Appendix. The result indicates that β S * = 1 if γ c = 0 since S r (β) monotonically increases with β. Also, it reveals that the optimal bias β S * decreases with the concentration ratio γ c , because the SIR increment of a typical U n is smaller than that of a typical U r . Note that β R * = 1 when γ c = 0 due to the average UE number N r increment along with β.
Although it is difficult to derive the optimal bias β R * in a closed form, it can be determined through a linear search using the above Proposition. Furthermore, we can obtain β R * more easily in the asymptotic case where the BS density is much higher than the UE density, as shown in the following Corollary.
Corollary 1 (Optimal Bias in Ultra-Dense Scenario): When λ b λ, the mean UE number N n and N r converge to 0, i.e. lim λ/λ b →0 N n = 0 and lim λ/λ b →0 N r = 0. Thus, the optimal β for maximizing the SIR coverage and the rate become identical, i.e. β R * ∼ β S * . This Corollary provides the building-aware association design guideline for a special scenario that is asymptotic but highly in accordance with the BS densification trend, where the number of BSs exceed the UE number and some BSs may not serve any UE [5] , [37] . By regarding β R * = β S * , we can efficiently diminish the calculation time due to the smaller searching range needed to find the optimal β. The accuracy of Corollary 1 is verified in Fig. 7 . In addition to this asymptotic case, the mathematical form in (15) provides a useful design guideline. This stems from the intuition that there is an optimal ratio of D-BSs among the BSs in the LOS region to maximize the rate by jointly optimizing the SIR and the amount of available resources. Keeping this optimal ratio in mind, we summarize the buildingaware association design guideline according to different network parameters, as in the following remarks.
Remark 3: The optimal bias β R * is affected by the network parameters as follows:
1. As the building density and/or length decreases, the optimal bias β R * should be increased. 2. As the beamwidth θ decreases, the optimal bias β R * should be decreased. The reason behind is that as the building density and/or length decreases, the LOS region increases, resulting in an increment in the number of LOS BSs. Therefore, the optimal bias β R * should be increased to keep the optimal ratio of D-BSs among the BSs in the LOS region. On the otherhand, β R * increases with the beamwidth. This is because, when BSs can transmit sharper beam signals, less BS beam signals leak beyond their nearest building, i.e. more BSs become D-BS by satisfying the D-BS condition (2) in Section II-D. Therefore, the optimal bias β R * should be decreased to keep the optimal ratio of D-BSs among BSs in the LOS region.
V. NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS OF BUILDING-AWARE ASSOCIATION ALGORITHM
The SIR coverage and rate of building-aware association scheme (Section III) and the corresponding optimal bias (Section IV) are evaluated in this section. In addition, the practical viability is validated by applying a real-world building geography in three cities, Gangnam, Manhattan, and Chicago.
A. SIR COVERAGE AND RATE ACCORDING TO DIFFERENT SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Figs. 8-10 visualize the SIR coverage and rate, according to the building density, beamwidth, and user concentration ratio, respectively. Default simulation parameters are given as follows: W = 500 MHz [17] , d l = 30 m, d l = 10 m, g m = 20 dB, g s = 0 dB, t = 10 dB, transmit power = 23 dBm, and noise power = −77 dBm according to the following equation: −174 dBm/Hz + 10 log 10 (W Hz) + 10 dB. The association bias β by default is set to be the optimal value. The three results show that the building-aware association scheme can achieve a superior SIR coverage and rate compared to the RSRP-based association scheme. In addition, they also illustrate the effect of considering noise power (see the dotted lines). To this end, we additionally calculate the SINR coverage with minor modifications from the SIR coverage (7) , by deviding the SINR coverage into SNR and SIR terms independently [38] . When considering the noise power, both the SIR coverage and rate decrease, but they still follow a similar trend as the results that do not consider the noise power, thus justifying the noise power elimination in our analysis. Fig. 8 indicates that the gain of our algorithm does not monotonically increase with the building density λ . This relates to the number of BSs that become D-BS using the algorithm. When λ is small, there is not a sufficient number of BSs around the buildings, reducing the number of BSs that can become D-BS. The gain thus increases with λ at first. However, when λ is high, the number of BSs in the LOS region decreases due to the shrinkage of the LOS region. This also reduces the number of D-BS candidates, saturating the rate improvement. Fig. 9 shows that the building-aware association algorithm can complement the limitations of beam-forming technology. For instance, the building-aware association rate when θ = 0.3π is similar to that of the RSRP based association scheme when θ = 0.15π , implying that the number of antennas can be reduced. Fig. 10 demonstrates that the SIR coverage gain using the building-aware association scheme decreases with the user concentration ratio γ c whereas the rate gain does not. This is because the amount of SIR increment due to interference avoidance is high when most of the UEs are far from buildings (see Remark 1). On the other hand, the amount of rate increment by balancing the traffic load is high when most of UEs are adjacent to buildings so that the traffic unbalance is severe. Such load TABLE 1. Building statistics [5] .
balancing gain compensates for the SIR gain decrement when γ c is high.
B. BUILDING-AWARE ASSOCIATION UNDER A REAL BUILDING GEOGRAPHY
Using previous studies [5] and the open source geographic information, we calculate the building parameters for Gangnam, Manhattan, and Chicago as summarized in Table II . Fig. 11 shows that the gain using the building-aware association scheme in Chicago is higher than that in Gangnam or Manhattan, implying that our algorithm is profitable in network geography like Chicago. The main reason behind is the building density λ is smaller in Chicago compared to other cities. The corresponding large LOS region enables a sufficient number of BSs to become D-BS, leading to a further improvement in the average rate. As shown in Fig. 8 above, when λ is too small or large the gain of proposed algorithm decreases. Besides, it is worth noting that the average building length in Chicago is longer than that in Gangnam and Manhattan. This implies that when the building length is long, there are more D-BS candidates around the buildings, increasing the feasible set of β to be optimized.
Although the rate gain in Manhattan is low compared to the gain in other cities, the average rate gain increases with the user concentration ratio γ c . When UE is more frequently concentrated around buildings such as in dense urban scenarios like Manhattan, the result implies that our algorithm can still guarantee a large improvement. Fig. 12 illustrates that the optimal bias for the Manhattan scenario is low compared to that of the Gangnam and Chicago scenarios. This is mainly due to the fact that the LOS distance in Manhattan is short, thus there are a smaller number of BSs in the LOS region. Therefore, the optimal bias should be decreased to keep the optimal ratio of the number of D-BSs among BSs in the LOS region, as explained in Remark 3. This figure also shows that the optimal bias β S * is 1 when the ratio γ c = 0 and then the optimal bias decreases.
VI. CONCLUSION
This study addresses the mmW interference problem due to the mmW BS densification and amplified directional signal strength. As a solution, we propose a building-aware association scheme where BSs adjacent to buildings only associate with UEs toward a building. The impact of this scheme is analyzed in terms of the average data rate using stochastic geometry (Proposition 2), verifying large improvements compared with the RSRP-based association scheme. The result indicates that the rate improvement is convex-shaped over the building density. In addition, it sheds light on obtaining the optimal association bias β that jointly optimizes the interference decrease and load balancing (Proposition 3). The result implies that the optimal bias β * should be decreased with the building density and length, while it should be increased with the beamwidth. Real geography based blockage models in Gangnam, Manhattan and Chicago are used to validate the practical feasibility of the proposed algorithm, showing that our algorithm provides a higher rate improvement in Chicago scenario which has less buildings compared to other cities.
Further extension could contemplate the impact of UE mobility on traffic usage patterns. The traffic amount is known to have a convex-shape over the UE velocity [39] . Considering that UEs are likely to move at higher speeds when they are away from buildings (e.g., in-vehicle passengers), UEs far from buildings might cause more data traffic. By taking into account this behavior, we can provide an optimal association bias that better suits practical networks.
APPENDIX

A. PROOF OF LEMMA 1
In the average LOS ball model [18] , a typical UE considers that there is a rectangular blockage at a distance R L from it in all directions, implying that there are theoretically an infinite number of rectangular blockages at a distance R L . Recall that a BS becomes a D-BS when its beam signal does not exceed the nearest building with length βd l . Since the circumferential angles in the same arc of a circle are all equal, the region of D-BSs becomes a circle truncated by the building, where the circumferential angle is θ (see Fig. 13(a) ). Then the distance from the building to its farthest D-BS becomes βd l 2 tan θ 
B. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
To derive the average SIR coverage, we calculate the SIR coverage of a typical U r and that of a typical U n respectively. At first, S r (β), the SIR coverage of U r can be achieved through the following preliminary techniques.
1) Distance Distribution under LOS Condition. Define
By differentiating (16) , we can get the PDF of R: f R (r) = f R 0 (r)
where f R 0 (r) = 2π λ b r exp(−π λ b r 2 ). 2) Directional Interference Thinning. Now that BSs transmit directional signal, the interfering BSs are decomposed into two groups: who transmit interfering signals with the antenna gain g m and g s . Since the probability that angle from a BS is within the beamwidth θ is θ 2π , each BS's link to a typical user has a gain g m with probability θ 2π and g s with probability 1 − θ 2π . According to the mapping theorem, the power decrease with g s g m has an equal effect with density decrease with The SIR coverage then is represented as below.
S r (β)
Step (a) follows from that when the signal distance is longer than R β , a typical U r receives interference signal only with a side lobe gain g s . In addition, step (b) follows from: (i) directional interference thinning with mapping theorem and (ii) the modified LOS region. By applying f R 0 (r) and integrating it from R β to R L , we can derive the S r (β).
The SIR coverage of a typical U n differs from that of a typical U r because their LOS regions are different and some D-BSs can interfere a U n . 1) Distance Distribution. Remind that a typical U n has a half moon shaped LOS region due to the building on its side. This implies that a U n cannot receive signals from BSs on the other side of the building, making the signal distance PDF different as below.
2) Interference Division. In order to calculate the interference of a typical U n , we separate the LOS region into three regions as shown in Fig. 13(b By utilizing the distance distribution and interference division, we can derive the SIR coverage of a typical U n as follows.
S n (β)
where (a) follows from the division of interference region. When the association distance r is shorter than min R L − R β , R L 2 , D-BS's in region 1 and O-BSs in region 1 and 2 can interfere with the U n but their corresponding probabilities of being interferer are different.
Note that the path-loss exponent α in mmW networks is small compared to that used in the conventional sub-6 GHz frequency since we only consider LOS communication links [30] . Considering that α cannot be smaller than 2 when we observe a 2-dimensional space [24] , we only focus on the case that α larger than 2 goes to it, i.e. α → 2+. For the exponent α close to 2, we can remove double integration in (19) and (23) = 2F
The same process is applied to derive S n (β) . By applying S r (β) and S n (β) into P SIR > t = (1 − γ c ) S r (β) + γ c S n (β), we can finalize the proof.
C. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
We need to calculate the average UE number in the cell coverage for a typical UE N n and N r .
1) DERIVATION OF N r
When β = 0, i.e. there are no D-BS, N r = 1.28λ r λ since a typical cell is 1.28 times larger than other cells on average [35] and the typical cell is located near the center of the LOS ball and assumed to have no U n 's who are attached to buildings. As β increases, O-BSs should expand their association areas when their neighboring BSs become D-BS and shrink their coverage areas. To check if any neighboring BSs of a typical cell become D-BS, we consider that the average number of neighboring BSs of a typical BS in two-dimensions is 6 [33] and the average distance to the 6-th nearest neighboring node from a typical U r is 0.68 √ λ [24] . For computational brevity, we assume that the typical cell expands its cell area when 0.68 √ λ > R β , i.e. when its 6-th nearest neighboring BS becomes D-BS. Otherwise, it keeps its association area.
To derive the average expanded area of the typical cell, we need to calculate the area of an O-BS. The area of an O-BS is derived by assuming that the association region of a D-BS is equal to a triangle whose base line length is βd l and height is the distance to the building.
Since we do not consider the overlapping region among D-BS association regions, the above area may be smaller than πR β 2 . Thus we derive the average area of O-BS as below.
Since the association area of an O-BS is expanded from π R β 2 to A c , the average association area of the typical cell becomes 1. ≤ r ≤ R L , the BS could be a D-BS or not, and the average UE number thus is similar to N r . By applying the signal distance distribution of N n (20), we can finalize the proof.
D. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3
If β > R L tan θ 2 d l , the coverage S n (β) no longer depends on β. Also we know that the coverage S r (β) is monotonically increasing with β. The optimal β in the interval from R L tan θ 2 d l to 1 thus become 1. What we have to do is then to compare γ c S n R L tan θ 
